MODEL SC CONVEYOR BELT SKIRTBOARD CLAMP

- POSITIVE LOCKING CLAMP KEEPS SKIRTBOARD RUBBER SECURELY IN PLACE
- QUICK RELEASE ACTION MAKES ADJUSTMENT A SNAP
- ACCOMMODATES ANY THICKNESS OF SKIRTING MATERIAL
- ELIMINATES NEED FOR SKIRTINGBOARD SLOTTING

The Model SC is a unique new clamping system to keep protective skirting rubber in place. Its simple toggle action holds rubber firmly yet releases instantly for wear adjustment. No corroded bolts to fight and no springs to wear or break...the Model SC detaches quickly and easily without special tools.

To install the Model SC, adjustable studs are bolted or welded at intervals along the length of skirtboard. Maximum spacing — 20° under heavy duty conditions, otherwise use present bolt spacing as your guide. Skirting clamps are seated over the studs and the skirting rubber placed in position. A length of angle iron then fits into the notch on the clamp and presses firmly against the rubber. Snap down the clamp's wing handle and installation is complete. It's quick, easy, and less expensive to maintain.

BELT-KLEEN 80 DUROMETER RUBBER CONVEYOR BELT WIPER MATERIAL

Protect valuable conveyor belts by using our inexpensive belt wiper rubber, BELT-KLEEN, on your rubber wiper cleaner.

BELT-KLEEN rubber has been formulated to an 80 durometer hardness specifically for belt cleaning applications. Studies show that 80 durometer provides the proper stiffness for effective belt recommended. Conveyor belting is not recommended because the fabric in the carcass will entrap solids and have an abrading effect on the belt being cleaned.